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Abstract: In recent years there has been increasing attention towards digital rights. Therefore, this paper proposes a matrix barcode
to verify image copyrights. The copyright text, Quick Response code (QR code), and watermarking techniques are used to achieve
a hidden identification scheme implementing direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) and modulation of the modified code division
multiple access (MCDMA) to hide the QR code data. DSSS and MCDMA hash thedata and QR code has a robust feature to prevent
external attacks and destruction of the cover image. The QR codes information can be easily extracted by mobile devices. Even if the
barcode suffers external damage, a copy of the barcode can be hidden within the image to easily recover the barcode data. Compare
to the other scheme, our method has two advantages: 1) the QR code has universal, rapid identification and fault tolerance features, so
it is suitable for copyright protection; and 2) using DSSS and MCDMA methods to hide information can provide more security and
fault-tolerant features.
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1 Introduction

Currently, two-dimensional barcodes [1,2,3,4,5,6] are
used to increase encoding space. Such two-dimensional
barcodes as QR code, GS1 DataBar, Data Matrix,
PDF417, and MaxiCode are widely implemented in daily
life. The QR code [6] has a number of features, such as
large encoding data capacity, small printout size, dirt and
damage resistance, readable from any angle, and
structural flexibility of application. QR code can be
decoded by a small program on a camera-equipped
mobile device. Therefore, QR code is applied [7] in
mobile value-added services, such as business cards,
production information, commercial advertisement, bus
or train tickets, passenger management, and patient
identification. In general, QR codes are heavily
implemented in Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong,
China, and South Korea.

Liu et al. [8] proposed a steganography scheme based
on the histogram of wavelet coefficients to detect the
existence of wavelet domain information hiding. Liu et al.
[9] introduced a novel transform-domain image
watermark based on chaotic sequences. In the approach,

the secret information is concealed based on the wavelet
domain. Chen et al. [10] proposed a robust watermarking
scheme using phase shift key modulation with amplitude
boost and low amplitude block selection. Chen et al. [11]
developed a steganography scheme based on the
differential phase shift key technique, which is widely
used in digital communication systems.

Teng [12] focused on the widely-used 2D barcode to
implement a QR code based augmented reality (AR)
system. Huang et al. [13] established a system for mobile
cameras to capture QR codes from websites so a
hyperlink corresponding to the QR code can be accessed
instantly. Munoz-Mejias et al. [14] applied a complete
preprocessing system for restoring low-quality QR code
images. A combined QR code [15,16,17,18] technique
with watermarking has also been used. Because QR code
has an error correction feature, it can watermark an image
with further robustness. This paper proposes a tampering
detection method combining QR code and watermarking
techniques.

Due to QR code has error correction features and its
wide used to everywhere of human life. So that, we apply
it associate to the watermarking scheme to enhance the
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Fig. 1: Embedding watermark process.

Fig. 2: QR code architecture.

security and convenience. This is difference from the
general watermarking scheme didnt have the QR code
convenience simultaneously. Therefore, we study this
topics in this paper. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 presents the secret data
embedding process; Section 3 presents detection and
recovery processing; Section 4 provides empirical results;
and finally, Section 5 offers conclusions and suggestions
for further research.

2 Secret data embedding

The watermark embedding process involves several steps.
Fig. 1 shows the overall concealing process of the
proposed scheme. First, the text label is transformed to
QR code; one is printed on the image as a visible
watermark and the other as a secret watermark. To reduce
the number of embedded secret bits, the invisible
watermarks regular QR code area must be removed and
important area saved. This paper used direct sequence
spread spectrum and modulation of code division multiple
access methods to encode secret bits to substantially
increase error correction. For security, a private key is
used to generate pseudo random number sequences
(PRNS)PN1 andPN2. PN1 is used in DSSS generation so

Fig. 4: The schematic of the CDMA modulator.

that the secret bit sequence becomes more complex.PN2
is used in the embedded blocks selection using two
random variables making hidden information more
difficult to tamper with. Therefore, this paper used text
label transform to QR code and combined the DSSS and
MCDMA methods to increase readability and security.

Table 1: The truth table of the MCDMA modulation.

Input Output
ma mb mc m̃a m̃b m̃c m̃d m̃e

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Fig. 3: Remove regular area of QR code: (a) Original QR code; (b) Excess regular area; and (c) QR code important data area.

Fig. 6: Detection QR code process.

Fig. 5: Coefficient corresponding to DCT blocks.

2.1 Architecture of QR code

Barcodes are optical machine readable and are used to
extract data from a database about the object to which

Fig. 7: The schematic of the modified CDMA demodulator.

they are attached. Initially, barcodes represented data by
varying the widths and spacing of parallel lines, which
may be referred to as linear or one-dimensional. The QR
code is a two-dimensional matrix barcode and has error
correction to extract secret data.
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Fig. 8: QR code extracting and padding procedure: (a) The extracted QR coderearranged into two dimensions in an incomplete state;
(b) The regular area of the QR code; and (c) The resulting image after merging (a) and (b).

The QR code is a matrix type symbol with a cell
architecture arranged in a square. It consists of
functionality patterns to enable easy reading of the data
area in which the data is stored. The QR code
architecture, as shown in Fig. 2, includes position
patterns, alignment patterns, timing patterns, data area,
and a quite zone. The position pattern is arranged at the
three corners by a symbol, the position, size, and angle of
which can be detected. It consists of an architecture that
can be detected in all directions. The alignment pattern is
highly effective for correcting nonlinear distortions. The
central coordinate of the alignment pattern will be
identified to correct symbol distortion. The timing pattern
for identifying the central coordinate of each cell in the
QR code uses black and white patterns that are arranged
alternately. It is used for correcting the central coordinate
of the data cell when the symbol is distorted, or when an
error for the cell pitch occurs. The quiet zone enables
easy detection of the symbol from the image by the CCD
sensor.

2.2 Removed regular area of the QR code

In a data hiding scheme, the secret data must be a
valuable message. Because QR code has a regular pattern,
several areas are useless when it serves as the secret data.
Fig. 3 shows the regions that are useful or useless in QR
code pattern. Fig. 3(a) is original QR code pattern. The
quiet zone, timing, alignment and position range are
non-message containing patterns and can be deleted, as
shown in Fig. 3(b). A regular area moving stage was used
to eliminate the useless regions and decrease the secret
data. Fig. 3(c) displays the remaining significant data
after the useless areas have been discarded.

For secret data embedding, this paper used a bit
replacement technique to embed the secret bits into the
cover image. Thus, dimension reduction of the QR code
was used to convert the secret data from two dimensions
into a bitstream for convenient secret bit embedding.

Table 2: The truth table of the MCDMA demodulation.

Input Output
m̃a m̃b m̃c m̃d m̃e m′

a m′
b m′

c
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Fig. 9: Recovery QR code label process.

Table 3: Performance comparison between Huangs method and
proposed method.

Item Huang’s method Proposed method
Type Data hiding Robust watermarking

Using QR code Yes Yes
Attacks testing No Yes

Working domain Spatial domain Frequency domain
Security ability - Private Key

PSNR 22.81 dB 39.91 dB

2.3 Direct sequence spread spectrum

Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) is widely used
to eliminate noise in many fields, especially in
communication systems. The watermark must survive
when the embedded host image encounters attacks. In this
paper, we used the spread spectrum technique to enhance
the robustness of the watermarking scheme. The spread
spectrum expands information bit into several bits. The
expanded bits are created by random values when the
information bit is positive logic high. On the other hand,
the expanded bits are created by the inverse of random
values when the information bit is positive logic low. To
randomize the expanded bits,PN sequences are used to
accomplish the job. By raster scanning, post-removal
regular area of the QR code is converted into a bit
sequenced( j), j = 1,2, · · · ,m. For each d( j), we
generate a pseudo random number sequencer j (i),
i = 1,2, · · · ,n. Multiplying by d( j), r j (i) a watermark
bearing bit is chopped up into chips. The expanded bit
sequence is given by

mj (i) = d( j) r j (i) , j = 1,2, · · · ,m, i = 1,2, · · · ,n, (1)

2.4 Modulation of the modified code division
multiple access

The code division multiple access (CDMA) technique
combines many signal bits into a code, and then transmits

the code to the receivers terminal. In the process, each
signal bit is first expanded into several bits by spread
spectrum to enhance security. On the other hand, each
receiver uses the CDMA demodulation to extract his or
her own data from the received message. In this paper, we
use modified code division multiple access (MCDMA)
modulation to combine the bit sequence of the three
watermarks into a MCDMA code. Fig. 4 shows the
schematic of the MCDMA modulator and Table 1 is its
corresponding truth table. In the MCDMA, the bits of the
each MCDMA code ˜ma, m̃b, m̃c are equal to the signal
bits ma, mb, mc, respectively. The bit ˜md is the logical
XNOR operator value of the signal bitsma andmb, and
m̃e is the logical XNOR operator value of the signal bits
mb andmc. In this encoding rule, we can obtain a better
decoding code. For example, extracted code = 00000
corresponding to the demodulation code = 010. Because,
compare the code 00000 with the code of the Table 1, we
found out the code = 01000 only one bit error, so its
easily to decide the demodulation code = 010 (as the
Table 2 shows).

2.5 DCT and Block selection

Taking the discrete cosine transform (DCT), an image is
transformed from the spatial to the frequency domain. The
DCT can be expressed as

D(p,q) =
1√
2n

α (p)α (q)

·
M−1

∑
m=0

N−1

∑
n=0

f (m,n)cos
(2m+1) pπ

2M
cos

(2n+1)qπ
2N

,

(2)
where

α (p) =

{

1/
√

M , p= 0
√

2/M , 1≤ p≤ M−1
, (3)

α (q) =

{

1/
√

N , q= 0
√

2/N , 1≤ q≤ N−1
, (4)

where f denotes the original image andD is the
DCT-transferred image,M andN are the row and column
sizes of the imagef , respectively, and the termsp, q, m,
and n represent the imagesD and f coordinates,
respectively.

In order to increase the security of the DCT blocks,
we adopt pseudo random number sequencePN2 to hash
the original DCT blocks order. The hash function shows in
Eq. (5)

Bs(i) = Bo (PN2) ,{i,PN2}= 1,2, · · · ,F, (5)

whereBo is original DCT blocks,Bs(i) is hashed DCT
blocks, andF is the length of thePN2 sequences.

The proposal adopts a host image of 8× 8 blocks
whose coefficients are the values corresponding to the
DCT basis. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the coefficient located
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Fig. 10: Cardiac x-ray image: (a) The original cardiac x-ray image with embedded visible and invisible watermarks; (b) The
horizontally-clipped original image; (c) The vertically-cropped originalimage; (d) The visible watermark of (a); (e) The invisible
watermark extracted from (b); and (f) The invisible watermark extracted from (c).

at the upper-left corner is the DC value, which is affected
by the luminance, while those marked as B1-B3 in the
vicinity of the DC value are the low-frequency
components, over which the energy is concentrated, and
are suitable for concealing secret data in this work.

3 Detection and recovery processing

Fig. 6 is the flow chart of the QR code detection
processing. First, a private key is used to generate PRNS
PN1 and PN2. PN2 is used to select blocks from the
post-DCT-process watermarked image. Then the
demodulation of the MCDMA and inverse direct
sequence spread spectrum were used to recover the QR
code from the bitstream extracted from the blocks
selected.

3.1 Demodulation of the modified code division
multiple access

The flow chart of CDMA demodulation is shown in Fig.
7. The demodulation first mixes the extracted secret bits
(m̃a, m̃b, m̃c, m̃d, m̃e) and then outputs the signal bits (m′

a,
m′

b, m′
c). Table 2 shows the truth table of the CDMA

demodulation. In the CDMA demodulation, the error
correction function is included by means of the
arrangement of its truth table.

3.2 Inverse direct sequence spread spectrum

Since the spread spectrum expands the watermark bits
before embedding, they will be contracted by inverse
spread spectrum before recovery.r j (i) is generated by
pseudo random number, with each bitd′ ( j) obtained
from contracting the expanded sequencesm′

j (i). The
value ofd′ ( j) is obtained by

d′ ( j) =















1, i f
l
∑
i

m′
j (i)⊕ r j (i)< 1

2

0, i f
l
∑
i

m′
j (i)⊕ r j (i)≥ 1

2

j = 1,2, · · · ,n, (6)

3.3 Regular area padding of the QR code

During the embedding process, the unnecessary data of
the QR code format and outer area were removed.
Therefore, a regular area padding of the QR code stage is
needed to achieve the standard form for QR decoding.
Fig. 8(a) is the extracted QR code data rearranged into
two-dimensional format in an incomplete state. Fig. 8(b)
shows the regular area of the QR code required for
padding. Fig. 8(c) displays the merged image of Figs. 8(a)
and (b).

3.4 Watermark verification processing

The visible watermark can be inquiry information or
declaration of copyright. Because it is always visible, it is
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Fig. 11: Pleural x-ray image: (a) The original pleural x-ray image with embedded visible and invisible watermarks; (b) The blackened
out QR code of the original image; (c) The horizontally-clipped original image; (d) The visible watermark of (a); (e) The invisible
watermark extracted from (b); and (f) The invisible watermark extracted from (c).

Fig. 12: Brain MR image: (a) The original brain MR image with embedded visible and invisible watermarks; (b) The blocked out QR
code of the original image; (c) The stained QR code of the original image;(d) The visible watermark of (a); (e) The invisible watermark
extracted from (b); and (f) The invisible watermark extracted from (c).

vulnerable to external attacks or tampering. Therefore,
this paper proposed a scheme to hide another invisible
watermark in the cover image. The flow chart of the
watermark verification processing is shows in Fig. 9.
Initially, the visible QR code decoded the original text
label and extracted the hidden watermark from the cover
image. If the visible QR code and extracted hidden QR
code data are different, then recovery of the visible QR
code takes place.

4 Simulation results

In this paper, several simulation images were used to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme.
The test cover images are 512× 512 pixels and the QR
code label size is 45× 45 pixels. Figures 10-12 are
digitized medical images. Fig. 10(a) is a cardiac x-ray
film, Fig. 11(a) is a pleural x-ray film, and Fig. 12(a) is a
brain MR image. In each, the QR codes (d)-(f) correspond
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Fig. 13: French painter Perrine Vilmot artwork: (a) The original artwork image with embedded visible and invisible watermarks; (b)
The filled white block on QR code of the original image; (c) The blurred QR code of the original image; (d) The visible watermark of
(a); (e) The invisible watermark extracted from (b); and (f) The invisible watermark extracted from (c).

Fig. 14: Chinese artwork: (a) The original artwork image with embedded visible and invisible watermarks; (b) The damaged QR code
of the original image; (c) The stain QR code of the original image; (d) Thevisible watermark on (a); (e) The invisible watermark
extracted from (b); and (f) The invisible watermark extracted from (c).

to images (a)-(c), respectively. The unaltered QR code is
visible in the bottom-right-hand corner of (a) in each
Figure. With this papers proposed scheme, the embedded
visible and invisible QR code labels can be extracted and
recovered when the visible QR code is removed,
blackened or whitened out, or when cropping occurs.
Seen from the above experiments, this scheme can be

effectively applied by hospitals to store and secure digital
medical images.

Fig. 13 is a French artists artwork. It has the same
embedded visible and invisible watermarks as those from
Figs. 10-12. An artist or publishing company can embed
important text within their artworks QR code, such as the
authors name, copyright, company, or contact

c© 2014 NSP
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Fig. 15: Japanese artwork: (a) The original artwork image embedded visible and invisible watermarks; (b) The digital pen attacked
QR code area of the original image; (c) The stained QR code of the original image; (d) The visible watermark of (a); (e) The invisible
watermark extracted from (b); and (f) The invisible watermark extracted from (c).

Fig. 16: The error bits of the recovered watermark under JPEG attacks for the Lena and the Baboon.

information, etc. Viewers can use a mobile QR code
reader to readily scan the visible watermark on the
artwork to get such information. Similarly, Fig. 14 is a
Chinese ink painting and Fig. 15 is a Japanese ink
painting. These types of artwork usually have the artist’s
seal. This papers proposed method uses the DSSS and
embedded block selection hashed technique to copyright
data more securely. Therefore, the visible watermark can
provide viewer inquiry information and the invisible

watermark can reinstate the crucial copyright data more
securely, even after deliberate attacks.

In order to demonstrate our scheme can suffer all kind
of the attacks, several experiments are used to hit the
goal. Fig. 16 shows the number of error bits of the
recovered watermark under JPEG attacks for the Lena
and the Baboon. The results shows the extracting QR
code and secret text are all correct on the JPEG attacks.
On the other hand, the results of the simulation of the
attacks show in Fig. 17. Where Fig. 17(a) shows the 90
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Fig. 17: The attacked watermarked image: (a) the 90 degree rotation attack, (b) the cropped attack, (c) the painted attack, (d) the noised
attack.

Fig. 18: PSNR comparison between Huangs method and proposed method: (a) the watermarked Lena image by Huangs algorithm with
a PSNR of 22.81 dB, (b) the watermarked Lena image by the proposed method with a PSNR of 39.91 dB.

degree rotation attack, Fig. 17(b) shows the cropped
attack, Fig. 17(c) shows the painted attack, finally Fig.
17(d) display the noised attack. The extracted secret data
show in Figs. 17(e)-(h) are the extracted error bits, error
bit ratio, and percentage of the recovered corresponding
to Figs. 17(a)-(d), respectively.

Fig. 18 shows PSNR comparison between Huangs
[13] and our proposed method. Fig 18(a) is the
watermarked Lena image by Huangs algorithm with a
PSNR of 22.81 dB and Fig. 18(b) is the watermarked

Lena image by the proposed method with a PSNR of
39.91 dB. It is obviously our method have better quality
on watermarked image. Besides, the performance
comparison between Huangs method and proposed
method is listed in Table 3. From the table 3, we can see
that the two methods are using QR code to embed secret
data. However, there something difference between two
methods, like the watermarking type one is data hiding
the other is robust watermarking, one is no attacks testing
the other accept attacks testing, one is working on spatial
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domain the other is frequency domain. From the Table 3 it
shows our method is superior.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we divided the QR code into two parts,
visible and invisible, and then embedded them into cover
images. The visible part can directly provide users with
related information; the invisible watermark can protect
copyright information and reinstate the visible QR code.
The QR code is universal and has fault tolerance, and is
thus suitable for use as data marking and hidden
information embedding. After simulation, the DSSS and
MCDMA communication techniques are demonstrated,
increasing watermark error correction capability and
securing hidden information. Simulation results show
strong evidence that this scheme is an effective
identification and data correction scheme.
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